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company’s proprietary bonding agent, before refinishing the tile 
in the company’s Natural Accents®  stone look finish. Lastly, a clear 
coating was applied to provide durable and easy to maintain 
surfaces. Early Monday morning, CU facilities personnel 
re-installed fixtures, returning the restrooms to service.

The Result
The beautiful, weekend transformation is in keeping with the 
status of the Chancellor Building and provided a timesaving and 
budget friendly alternative to removal and replacement.  Miracle 
Method is now an authorized University of Colorado vendor and 
is actively working on other Boulder campus projects.
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The Problem
Two public restrooms in CU Boulder’s Chancellor Building were 
in need of refurbishment. Tile walls and floors were dingy and 
showed their decades of use.  Unfortunately, removal and 
replacement of the tile would be costly and would disrupt the 
Chancellor Building’s Monday through Friday workweek.

The Miracle Method Solution
The Associate Director of Facilities Operations had learned about 
Miracle Method at national and regional APPA conferences. When 
the request to upgrade the restrooms was made, she called on 
Miracle Method for its time and cost saving process to refinish 
tile.   To complete the job over a weekend, coordination between 
the university facilities department and Miracle Method would be 
critical.

The Process
At the close of business late Friday afternoon, CU facilities 
personnel removed plumbing and wall fixtures. Miracle Method 
technicians then cleaned the tile surfaces, repaired cracked tiles 
and filled in missing grout. They next applied MM-4, the
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